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Abstract: An area of interest (AOI) refers to an urban area that attracts people’s attention within
different urban functions through cities. The wide availability of big geo-data that are able to
capture human activities and environmental socioeconomics enable a more nuanced identification
of AOIs. Current research has proposed various approaches to delineate continuous AOI patterns
using big geo-data. However, these approaches ignore the effects of urban structures such as
road networks on reshaping AOIs, and fail to investigate the attractiveness and certain functions
within AOIs. To fill this gap, this paper proposes a systematic framework to investigate the spatial
distribution of road-constrained AOIs and analyze the semantic attractiveness. First, we propose
an Epanechnikov-based kernel density estimation (KDE) with a bandwidth selection strategy to
extract road-constrained AOIs. Then, we establish semantic attractiveness indices regarding AOIs
based on the textual information and the number of review data. Finally, we investigate in detail the
spatial distribution and semantic attractiveness of AOIs in Yuexiu, Guangzhou. The results show that
road-constrained AOIs can not only effectively capture the human activity patterns influenced by
urban structures, but also depict certain urban functions including entertainment, public, service,
hotel, education, and food functions. This method provides a quantitative reference to monitor urban
structures and human activities to support city planning.

Keywords: area of interest; road-constrained; semantic attractiveness; review data

1. Introduction

An area of interest (AOI) refers to an urban area that attracts people’s attention [1]. Numerous
types of AOI are widely spread with different urban functions through cities, including commercial
centers, entertainment areas, and residential regions [2,3], and are assigned higher priorities in urban
facility and resource allocation. Therefore, investigating AOIs plays a significant role in city planning,
tourism development, and resource management [4–6]. However, because AOIs are generally gathering
various human activities and influenced by socioeconomic changes [7], it is challenging to detect AOIs
through traditional approaches and data such as field survey and image interpretation.

The wide availability of big geo-data has shown potential to capture human activities and the
environmental socioeconomics [8]. Numerous studies have examined the correspondence between
big geo-data and urban functions that can reflect certain AOIs. Zhu et al. [9] analyzed the temporal
variation of taxi data to detect different urban functions from a street-level perspective. Xing et al. [10]
investigated the usability of Twitter check-ins and examined the relationship between the variation
of Twitter textual information and land-use mixtures. With regard to commercial functions, Lloyd
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and Cheshire [11] focused on the spatial distribution of retail locations and catchments according to
the retailer-generated Twitter data. In addition, geo-tagged photos such as social media photos and
street view images have also been used in current research. Samany [12] proposed a framework to
automatically extract landmarks from geo-tagged social media data using a deep neural network.
By detecting the hourly variation of taxi trips, Zhang et al. [13] explored street view images for sensing
socioeconomic changes.

Despite the ability to effectively utilize big geo-data in detecting AOIs, they are usually displayed
in spatial point patterns, and cannot directly represent continuous area patterns of AOIs. Faced with
this issue, a large number of researchers have proposed various approaches to delineate AOI patterns.
Hu, Gao, Janowicz, Yu, Li, and Prasad [1] considered the point density of geo-tagged photos and
utilized a DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) clustering method
and a chi-shape algorithm to generate AOI polygons based on data distributions. Spyrou et al. [14]
designed a tile-shaped AOI delineation approach to distinguish AOIs from independent geo-tagged
photos in spatial and semantic perspectives. The above studies have showed effective strategies
to aggregate independent data and form continuous AOIs. However, they only considered the
distribution characteristics of data that capture human activities and failed to investigate the influences
of urban structures on reshaping AOIs.

In fact, the urban structures have been considered important factors to delineate various forms of the
urban functions that constitute AOIs [15]. Among the presentation of urban structures, road networks
serve as one of the five elements depicting city images [16], and are capable of reflecting heterogeneously
spatiotemporal properties from the perspective of linear units [17,18]. Much of the literature has verified
the effectiveness of depicting road-constrained distribution. Using traffic flow data, Yu et al. [19]
proposed a network-constrained kernel density estimation (KDE) to represent the intensity of central
activities and constrain the density estimation, and further delineate the central business district.
Similarly, Wang et al. [20] applied the network KDE to characterize commercial facilities by depicting
the spatial distribution patterns of customer numbers and satisfaction. Moreover, Popa et al. [21]
compressed trajectory data in road networks with deterministic error bounds to systematically transmit
and store such data. Brinkhoff [22] proposed a framework that supports generating network-based
moving objects for the further exploration of spatiotemporal database analyses.

These researchers provide insights for an alternative way to investigate AOIs from the perspective
of road networks. However, applying road-constrained approaches in AOI detection are faced with
the following challenges: (1) Unlike traffic flow data, data that can reflect AOI distributions such as
check-ins and review data are usually distributed irregularly through road networks and other built-up
areas [23,24]. Effective approaches need to be designed to depict road-constrained AOIs. (2) AOIs
contain various urban functions including food, entertainment, residential, etc., and cannot be detected
solely based on their distribution characteristics [25,26]. Thus, it is necessary to explore the semantic
information and the attractiveness within each AOI.

To fill this gap, this paper proposes a systematic framework for investigating the spatial
distribution of road-constrained AOIs, and analyzes the semantic attractiveness. Specifically, to
extract road-constrained AOI, we utilize Epanechnikov-based KDE and propose a bandwidth selection
strategy. On this basis, the textual information and the number of review data are utilized to build
semantic attractiveness indices for better understanding the road-constrained AOI. The contributions
of this research are listed as follows:

(1) A systematic framework is proposed for extracting road-constrained AOI and measure the
semantic attractiveness using review data.

(2) A bandwidth selection strategy is proposed to delineate AOI based on the road
distribution characteristics.

(3) A semantic index and attractiveness index are established to detect road-constrained AOI from
a thematic perspective.

(4) Road-constrained AOIs in Yuexiu, Guangzhou are investigated to support city planning.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the overall framework
for identifying the road-constrained spatial distribution and semantic attractiveness of AOI. Section 3
describes the datasets and the study area used in this research. Section 4 analyzes the results of spatial
distribution and semantic attractiveness of the road-constrained AOI. Section 5 summarizes this work
and discusses the future directions.

2. Methodology

2.1. Preliminary Definition

AOIs usually comprise both physical and socioeconomic properties. The formal includes urban
structures and landscapes, while the latter describes urban functions, income, consumption, etc., which
are influenced by human activities.

With regard to the physical properties, we focus on the delineation of AOI boundaries and how
road networks influence them. In this study, road-constrained AOIs are defined as the places that
attract people’s attention that are accessible by the roads. Therefore, this particular form of AOI is
constructed on the basis of the street network. Compared with hot spots that represent locations in
which people are aggregated at a specific time, road-constrained AOIs are considered to be regions
that show potential attractiveness without time limitations.

An Epanechnikov-based KDE is defined as an area estimation method that is controlled by the
Epanechnikov kernel. It shows potential to be utilized in delineating road-constrained AOIs. The key
point of determining the boundaries of AOI considers road networks.

Considering the socioeconomic properties, urban functions in the road-constrained AOI are
explored. In this study, we propose and conceptualize semantic attractiveness as the attractiveness of
different urban functions such as hotels, food, and entertainment from the perspective of semantics.
The utilization of latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) can model different topics corresponding to
various urban functions. By calculating the probabilities of different topics, the semantics in each
road-constrained AOI can be analyzed.

2.2. The Framework for Investigating AOI

2.2.1. Overview

In this study, a novel framework is proposed to investigate road-constrained spatial distribution
and semantic attractiveness for AOI. The overall framework is shown in Figure 1. First, kernel density
estimation (KDE) is modified using an Epanechnikov kernel function. On this basis, the road distribution
is considered, and road-constrained AOIs are extracted. Then, with regard to each AOI, the semantic
information is explored using a topic modeling method. We established indices for assessing the semantic
attractiveness of AOIs through considering both potential semantic topics and number of review data.
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2.2.2. Extracting Road-Constrained AOIs

The aim of this section is to extract road-constrained AOIs from the locations of review data.
As an effective approach to estimate the potential regions, KDE [27] has been widely utilized in
various applications, including flood assessment [28], facility hotspot detection [29], and urban–rural
boundary delineation [30]. However, the traditional KDE approach is limited to detecting the actual
AOI distribution affected by road networks. Therefore, we consider the distance between roads and
the review data locations as an indicator, and then apply an Epanechnikov-based KDE to extract
road-constrained AOIs.

Conventionally, the equation of KDE f̂ (x) is shown as follows:

f̂ (x) =
n∑

i=1

1
h2 ∗ k

(x− xi
h

)
(1)

where h represents the bandwidth of KDE, n indicates the number of review data that are within the
distance of bandwidth h, x represents the location of review data, and xi represents the surrounding
review data within the bandwidth. k(·) is the kernel function in which an Epanechnikov kernel
function is applied. Compared with other kernel functions, the Epanechnikov kernel function shows
potential to provide sufficient smoothing in the present independent data [31]. It helps determine the
boundaries of road-constrained AOIs with adaptive bandwidths. The Epanechnikov kernel function is
displayed as follows:

k(x) =
3
4

(
1− x2

)
, x ∈ [−1; 1] (2)

As the bandwidth h determines the generation of AOI, it is set based on the distance between
review data locations and road distributions, which is calculated according to the following steps:

(1) Group the locations of review data according to the distribution of road networks. As road
networks usually comprise major roads such as highways and main roads, these roads naturally
delineate cities into regions [25]. Considering that a region shares similar socioeconomic urban functions,
each region is delineated as a road network unit, and is further considered as an independent parcel.

(2) Calculate the average distance di between the ith review data location to other review data
locations within the same parcel and the near parcel:

di =

∑n
j=1 di j

n
(3)

where n indicates the total number of the review data that are near the ith review data. di j refers to the
Euclidean distance between the ith and the jth review data location.

(3) For the ith review data, we generate a new location along the roads that takes the shortest
distance to the ith review data, and define the shortest distance as ri.

(4) Choose the target locations for applying KDE according to the following equation:

f̂ (x) =


n∑

i=1

1
ri

2 ∗ k( x−xi
ri

), ri < di j

0, ri > di j

(4)

A detailed illustration of extracting road-constrained AOI is shown in Figure 2. In general, the
review data in which the shortest distance to the road ri is larger than the average distance di are
excluded from extracting road-constrained AOIs. Figure 2a displays an AOI based on traditional KDE,
where all review data are captured, while only road-constrained AOIs are extracted in Figure 2b.
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2.2.3. Establishing Semantic Attractiveness Indices

Based on the road-constrained spatial distributions of AOIs, their functions and level of
attractiveness to the citizens should be recognized. Therefore, the semantic attractiveness indices are
proposed in this study for better understanding the road-constrained AOIs. Considering each AOI
as an independent unit, reviewing both information and the number of review data are utilized to
measure the semantic attractiveness.

For indicating the semantic information in each AOI, we utilize the LDA topic model [32]. First,
the total textual information in the review data are considered as one corpus C. Documents D are
separated from corpus C according to the road-constrained AOIs. In particular, documents D are
defined as follows:

D = {d1, d2, d3 . . . . . . di . . . . . . dn} (5)

where di indicates the document d in the ith road-constrained AOI. n is the number of AOIs. On this
basis, the document D is established as the input for the LDA topic modeling:

p(θ, z, w
∣∣∣α, β) = p(θ|α )

N∏
n=1

p(zn|θ)p(wn
∣∣∣zn, β) (6)

where w represents the words in the review data, z refers to the topics calculated by topic modeling, n
is the number of words, and α, β are hyperparameters where α = 50/K, β = 0.1 [33]. In addition, K
represents the number of topics. Since each topic corresponds to a certain urban function, the number
of topics is determined manually, in which topics represent distinguished semantic information. Θ
refers to topic distributions in document D, which is defined in the ith AOI as the vector data:

Θi =
{
pi,1, pi,2, pi,3 . . . . . . pi,k . . . . . . pi,K

}
(7)

where pi,k represents the probability of the kth topic in the ith AOI. Based on the topic distributions Θ,
the semantic index for representing the kth topic in the ith AOI is established as:

Semantici,k =
pi,k

Ai
(8)

where Semantici,k represents the measured semantic value for the kth topic in the ith AOI, and Ai is the
area of the ith AOI.
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For measuring the attractiveness of AOIs, the number of review data is considered as an important
indicator. Based on this, the attractiveness index can be established as follows:

Attractivenessi =
Numi

Ai
(9)

where Attractivenessi refers to the attractiveness value in the ith AOI. Numi indicates the number of
review data in the ith AOI.

3. Study Area and Data

The study area is located in Yuexiu District of Guangzhou in Guangdong Province. Since
Guangzhou has been considered the political, economic, and cultural center of southern China,
various AOIs and urban functions are potentially distributed and influenced by complex road
networks. To investigate the AOI patterns, we utilized review data to infer the distribution of
road-constrained AOIs.

The study area and data sources are displayed in Figure 3. The road networks are collected
from AutoNavi, which are available at lbs.amap.com. Meanwhile, the review data are collected
from Dianping (developer.dianping.com). Similar to the social network “Yelp”, Dianping is the first
independent consumer review website in China. It provides users with business information, consumer
comments, and consumer promotions. Thus, it can represent the spatial distribution of human activities
related to urban functions to some extent. In this study, we collected a total number of 180,089 review
data in 2017 that contain locations and consumer comments. In particular, to exclude noise data,
reviews that are generated by the same user within five minutes have been removed. Considering the
spatial distribution of roads, we utilize both locations and consumer comments in the review data to
delineate the road-constrained AOIs and their semantic attractiveness in the following section.
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4. Results

4.1. Spatial Distribution of Road-Constrained AOI

We delineate road-constrained AOIs through utilizing Epanechnikov-based KDE. In particular,
we selected kernel density values larger than 0 to constitute the AOI distribution, while 0 values
were ignored. The road-constrained AOIs formed by kernel density values are displayed in Figure 4a.
The grid size is set as 30 m. On this basis, the grid-shaped AOIs are generated with smoothed
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boundaries, as shown in Figure 4b. From a visual inspection, road-constrained AOIs are usually
clustered compactly along the main roads, while they are sparsely distributed in other roads. From the
perspective of road-delineated parcels, those AOIs are distributed unevenly on the edges of parcels.
This corresponds to the statement that the spatial units including both urban parcels and streets are
heterogeneous with regard to urban functions [34,35].
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4.2. Comparison of Traditional and Road-Constrained AOIs

To validate the effectiveness of the generated road-constrained AOIs, we generate the traditional
AOIs according to KDE. According to the research proposed by Meng et al. [36], we set the bandwidth
at 30 meters. Figure 5 displays the spatial distribution of traditional AOIs. The AOIs are basically
generated based on the density and distribution of review data, and the urban structures reflected by
road networks. To further compare the spatial differences among traditional AOIs and road-constrained
AOIs, Figure 6 displays partial areas. From a visual inspection, one can see that traditional AOIs cover
the whole regions across different urban parcels that are delineated by roads. Instead, when considering
the spatial distribution of road networks, the road-constrained AOIs exhibit a finer scale and more
accurate areas from which to potentially gather human activities. In addition, conceptualizing
road-constrained AOIs highlights the efficiency of utilizing every part of each road, and further
reveals the hot spots that citizens visit. Accordingly, delineating the accurate spatial distribution of
road-constrained AOIs can potentially support urban planning.
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4.3. Semantic Attractiveness of Road-Constrained AOIs

AOIs are generated by human activities; thus, they display attractiveness to citizens and can reflect
various urban functions. The number of review data is considered as the key indicator to measure
AOI attractiveness, which is displayed in Figure 7. The AOIs filled in red represent high values of
attractiveness, while the AOI indicated in yellow contain lower attractiveness values. In particular,
more attractive AOIs are located in the central part of Yuexiu District.
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Apart from the attractiveness of AOIs, we also investigated the semantic information related to
urban functions. By building the LDA model, we constructed semantic topics for indicating certain
urban functions. In particular, the number of topics K is determined with human judgement [37], with
K ranging from 10 topics to 100 topics. As each topic is supposed to indicate a certain urban function,
the number of topics K is determined based on the following rules: (1) Words with higher probability
values in each topic should represent independent urban functions; (2) Topics should not share the
same words with higher probability values; (3) Different topics are not considered to indicate the same
urban function; and (4) Not all topics are representative of certain urban functions.

On this basis, the topic number K = 10 is chosen for extracting semantic topics from the review
data. Generally, the topic selection is based on the semantic information provided by the words with
high probabilities. On this basis, we selected those topics containing words with high probabilities
that present similar urban functions. On the other hand, we removed other topics containing
high-probability words that represent different urban functions from this study. Accordingly, we
selected six topics are selected to correspond to different urban functions. As shown in Table 1, we
selected words with higher probability values to constitute each topic. As a result, topics 1–6 are
related to entertainment, public, service, hotel, education, and food functions.

As all six topics are involved in each road-constrained AOI with certain probabilities, Figure 8
displays the probability distribution of AOIs for indicating different functions. In particular,
Figure 8a–f refer to entertainment, public, service, hotel, education, and food functions, respectively.
The entertainment function shows greater probability of cluster distribution in the central Yuexiu
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District, and is indicated in red and yellow colors. The public function is only sparsely located in the
western area. Service and hotel functions both display lower probabilities in the western area, while
higher probabilities of a hotel function are indicated in the southern and eastern areas. Moreover,
only several road-constrained AOIs that are distributed across the area reflect the education function.
On the contrary, most of the road-constrained AOIs have a food function. It is consistent with the urban
planning that the commercial areas contain not only restaurants, but also AOIs that have residential,
entertainment, and other functions.

Table 1. Semantic topics for indicating urban functions from review data. Words that constitute each
topic are translated from Chinese characters.

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5 Topic 6

Sing Park Service Room School Taste
KTV(Karaoke) History Technical Live Teacher Food

Party Ticket Satisfied Condition Students Delicious
Decoration Lantern Environment Hotel Nearby Price

Review Sculpture Experience Receptionist Subway Waiter
Beverage Visit Car washing Hot water High school Fresh

Sound Museum Patient Restroom Learning Menu
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Entertainment Public Service Hotel Education Food
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5. Emerging Issues

This study investigates AOIs in cities from the physical and socioeconomic perspectives.
Current studies’ analysis of physical features concentrates on the urban structures, landscapes,
and environments of cities [38,39], while the socioeconomic characteristics of the cities usually consist
of urban functions, income, consumption, etc. [25,40]. To meet this goal, this research explores both
the physical and socioeconomic characteristics of AOIs. In particular, it investigates the influences of
road networks—reflecting urban structures—on the shaping of AOIs. Moreover, urban functions that
attract citizens are identified from the semantic information.

Road-constrained AOIs focus on the spatial distribution of road networks and the corresponding
urban structures. Under the assumption that traffic conditions on the roads are one of the key points
that represent human activities and their accessibilities [41], road-constrained AOIs integrate both
urban structures and human activities, and further reveal the influences of the urban morphology and
individual behaviors that shape the attractive places.

Urban functions that represent socioeconomic properties are considered to distinguish various
uses of road-constrained AOIs. In this study, functions are identified using semantic information
generated by citizens. Thus, the semantic distribution in Figure 8 sheds light on the impact of urban
functions that serve citizens on road-constrained AOI, and further guides future urban land-use
policy proposals.

The proposed road-constrained AOIs and their semantic attractiveness can be applied in various
fields. First, this study can be applied in measurements of AOI-centered urbanization. Our research
exemplifies an AOI-centered perspective, characterizing the physical and social consequences of rapid
urbanization. These road-constrained AOIs capture the potential human activities along the road
networks, which help provide effective suggestions for organizing urban land use and monitoring traffic
flows. Second, the results of this study could inform urban designing and planning with the intention
of organizing urban functions in a highly efficient manner. By analyzing the semantic attractiveness of
each road-constrained AOI, each semantic topic can correspond to a certain urban function. On this
basis, the attractiveness of different urban functions such as food, hotel, and entertainment to citizens
can be analyzed. It provides effective guidance to predict individual preferences toward urban
functions and further allocate public resources sufficiently.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

AOIs are not only constituted by human activities; they are also potentially influenced by road
network-driven urban structures. In this study, we propose a systematic framework to investigate
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road-constrained AOIs and quantify the semantic attractiveness using review data. For extracting
road-constrained AOI, an Epanechnikov-based KDE is utilized based on a bandwidth selection
strategy. For measuring the semantic attractiveness within each AOI, this paper considered the textual
information and the number of review data to establish both an attractive index and a semantic index.
We applied this framework to the study area of Yuexiu, Guangzhou. Using the review data from
Dianping, we delineated the spatial distribution of road-constrained AOIs, and further compared it
with traditional AOIs. On this basis, we quantified the attractiveness of each road-constrained AOI,
and identified six urban functions, including entertainment, public, service, hotel, education, and
food functions.

This research can also be extended in future work. First, as most of the review data were generated
from young people, solely applying review data in AOI detection may lead to biases. Thus, based on
the proposed framework, multi-sourced big geo-data can be integrated to better understand AOI with
semantic attractiveness in future works. For example, cell phone data and bus records representing
various ages of people have the potential to be utilized. Specifically, those data can be integrated
with review data through extracting functions-related spatiotemporal characteristics. Second, apart
from the semantic attractiveness that is proposed in this study, there are other factors that influence
AOI attractiveness significantly, such as the quality of the services. By proposing spatial analysis
using GIS tools, road-constrained AOIs and their attractiveness can be extended deeply in future
studies. Third, road networks contain several classes, including the main road, secondary road,
etc. Investigating the effects of different road classes on forming AOIs is crucial in future studies.
In addition, urban structures are not only constituted by road networks, but also influenced by the
distribution of buildings and other facilities. Therefore, the proposed approach can be improved by
involving other urban structures to analyze AOIs from different perspectives.
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